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Land the Tech Job You Love (Pragmatic Life)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
As a techie, you're a special breed, with special challenges facing you in the job search. Your competition is smart, tech-savvy, and highly resourceful. Expectations among employers are higher. Your competition will run you over if you're not up to the challenge. Land the Tech Job You Love gives you the background, the skills, and the...
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QuickBooks Online For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The fast and easy way to manage the books with QuickBooks Online


	Searching for a cloud-based accounting solution for your small business? Use this guide to master the fundamentals of QuickBooks Online—the world's most popular software for fast and easy mobile accounting! Inside, you'll find hands-on, practical...
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Programming Pearls (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
"The first edition of Programming Pearls was one of the most influential    books I read early in my career, and many of the insights I first encountered    in that book stayed with me long after I read it. Jon has done a wonderful job    of updating the material. I am very impressed at how fresh the new examples    seem."
...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Joomla! is one of the world's top open source content management systems, which enables you to build websites and powerful online applications. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to enhance the functionality of your website. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application...
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Beginning COBOL for ProgrammersApress, 2014

	Beginning COBOL for Programmers is a comprehensive, sophisticated tutorial and modular skills reference on the COBOL programming language for established programmers. This book is for you if you are a developer who would like to—or must—add COBOL to your repertoire. Perhaps you recognize the opportunities presented by the...
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Windows XP CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
Each year, Windows XP is pre-installed on 30 million PCs sold  in the U.S.--and 90 million worldwide--making it the world's most popular  operating system, and proving to frustrated users everywhere that preponderance  does not equate to ease of use. There are literally thousands of programs,  tools, commands, screens, scripts,...
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Breakthrough Windows Vista(TM): Find Your Favorite Features and Discover the Possibilities (Bpg)Microsoft Press, 2007
Learn how to use the Microsoft Windows Vista features that interest you most with this full-colour guide that gives you the straight scoop. Packed with information in manageable-sized projects, you can jump right in to any topic that interests you. You'll discover everything from how to set up your new operating system, to accessing the Windows...
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Git Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job companion to Git, the distributed version control system. It provides a compact, readable introduction to Git for new users, as well as a reference to common commands and procedures for those of you with Git experience.

	
		Written for Git version 1.8.2, this handy task-oriented...
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Web Mapping IllustratedO'Reilly, 2005
With the help of the Internet and accompanying tools, creating and publishing online maps has become easier and rich with options. A city guide web site can use maps to show the location of restaurants, museums, and art venues. A business can post a map for reaching its offices. The state government can present a map showing average income by...
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Linux Troubleshooting for System Administrators and Power Users (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2006
Linux is a fast-growing operating system with power and appeal, and enterprises worldwide are quickly adopting the system to utilize its benefits. But as with all operating systems, performance problems do occur causing system administrators to scramble into action. Finally, there is a complete reference for troubleshooting...
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C & Data StructuresCharles River, 2004
Divided into three separate sections, C & Data Structures covers C  programming, as well as the implementation of data structures and an analysis of  advanced data structure problems. Beginning with the basic concepts of the C  language (including the operators, control structures, and functions), the book  progresses to show these...
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Design (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Design
 Take your SharePoint site design to the next level by exploiting the powerful set of tools that SharePoint 2007 offers. Focused purely on the topic of design as it relates to SharePoint 2007, this book arms you with the knowledge you will need to create unique and dynamic...
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